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ABSTRACT  
Analysis and Reporting(A&R) of clinical data is an essential part of clinical trials. The use of R is popular in 
various stages in drug development. In particular, there is a growing interest in analyzing clinical trial data 
using R and its associated software under a regulatory environment. To ensure the analysis and reporting 
is regulatory compliant, a formal A&R process using R is required to be defined within an organization. In 
this paper, we propose an A&R workflow for data analysis and reporting using the R package folder 
structure. This proposed workflow will cover aspects of development and validation of Table, Listing, and 
Figure (TLF) using R within a regulatory environment. The proposed workflow is illustrated by using a 
dummy study. We hope this proposed A&R workflow can help the industry build guidance on utilizing R for 
data analysis and reporting for clinical trials.  

INTRODUCTION  
In a large-scale clinical trial, the number of A&R deliverables can easily be in the hundreds. A clearly defined 
software development lifecycle (SDLC) for the programming of A&R deliverables is crucial to manage all 
the outputs and to facilitate the development of the deliverables. 

A typical SDLC for the A&R deliverables is comprised of 4 stages: define, develop, validate and operations. 
The define stage is the most critical stage in the lifecycle as the requirements for all A&R deliverables are 
gathered and documented. Validation plan for the deliverables is also planned and documented at this 
stage. After the define stage is complete, the programming development occurs in the develop stage. The 
programs completed in the develop stage are then validated according to the validation plan in the validate 
stage. Test runs of the completed programs are conducted to ensure quality of the deliverables. 

The development of programs and their associated validation is usually carried out in a dedicated test area 
in the computing platform. After the validation stage is completed, the operations stage commences with 
the promotion of validated programs to the production area in the computing platform. The promoted 
programs are then executed in the production area with production data to generate the final version of the 
deliverables. The deliverables are then handed over to the end customer for review. Any changes in 
requirements of the deliverables at this stage based on end customer review, results in the deliverable 
being processed through the 4 stages of SDLC again, starting with the changes to the specifications in the 
define stage.  

Several different software and programming languages have used in analyzing clinical trial data, with R 
being among them. R is a popular programming language and an open-source software environment. R 
has been widely used in various fields of data analytics for statistical analyses. There is a growing interest 
within the pharmaceutical industry in analyzing clinical trial data using R and its associated software under 
a regulatory environment. However, there is a gap in defining the appropriate SDLC to complete typical 
A&R deliverables and ensure regulatory compliance.  

In this paper, we propose an easy-to-follow workflow for generating A&R deliverables in clinical trials using 
R.  The workflow is demonstrated within this paper using a dummy study setup within our organization’s 
computing environment. Throughout the paper, we assume there is a regulatory compliant R environment 
already setup and the R packages used for A&R deliverables have been qualified within an organization. 
R environment setup and package qualification has been covered extensively in the white paper 
(https://www.pharmar.org/white-paper/ ) developed by the R Validation Hub (https://www.pharmar.org/ ).    

FOLDER STRUCTURE 
To streamline the four steps in SDLC, it is important to define a folder structure. A consistent folder structure 
ensures project teams will organize A&R related works similarly across different projects. It also reduces 
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the communication cost between study team members and enhances the transparency of projects.  

With the use of R, developers already benefit from a clearly defined and consistent folder structure to 
organize R packages. Every developer is required to follow the same convention to organize their R 
functions, before the function package can be disseminated through the Comprehensive R Archive Network 
(CRAN). A general discussion of the R package folder structure can be found in Chapter 4 of “R packages: 
organize, test, document, and share your code” book (Wickham, 2015). 

Using the R package folder structure to streamline data analysis work has been proposed by Marwick et.al 
(2018). We adopted the same folder structure to streamline A&R related works for a clinical trial. We refer 
to this within our organization as project specific R package. Table 1 summarizes how to organize A&R 
related works into a R package folder structure.  

 
Purpose Folder/File Name 

Project meta data 
Project R package dependency 

DESCRIPTION file 
NAMESPACE file 

Project Overview README.md or README.Rmd file 

Project Datasets \data folder 

Analysis code for A&R deliverables \vignettes folder 

Output of analysis code for A&R deliverables \vignettes\output folder 

Project specific R function \R folder 

Project specific R function Documentation \man folder 

Validate project specific R function and 
analysis works 

\test folder 

Additional project related item \inst 

Table 1. Folder structure for Project specific R package.  

 

PROJECT INITIATION 
We illustrate the proposed SDLC process and folder structure using a dummy study MK9999.  As discussed 
in the INTRODUCTION section, the first stage in the A&R analysis lifecycle is define stage. As part of this 
stage a project lead, identifies the deliverables needed and determines the proper validation level for each 
deliverable. The mock-up Table, Listing and Figure (TLF)s and the program tracking files are also initiated 
in this stage. The analysis folders are also setup in this stage.  The RStudio wizard can be used to define 
a project template (https://rstudio.github.io/rstudio-extensions/rstudio_project_templates.html). A Rstudio 
project template can be used to initiate new project within RStudio. Figure 1 shows the new project initiation 
window in RStudio. 

https://rstudio.github.io/rstudio-extensions/rstudio_project_templates.html
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Figure 1. Create a new project from template in RStudio. 
Within an analysis project, a startup file is required to define the running environment. A typical startup file 
includes: 

• R version being used 

• Repository of R packages  

• Location of installed R packages 

• The home directory 

• The folder commonly used throughout the project. 

The .Rprofile file can be directly used as the startup file. In RStudio, a project is opened by clicking the 
.Rproj file in the project home path. While the project is open, all code in the .Rprofile within the same 
project home path will be run automatically. A comprehensive R startup process can be found in the 
Chapter7 of the “What They Forgot to Teach You About R” book (https://rstats.wtf/r-startup.html).  

The .Rprofile shall only be updated by Subject Matter Expert (SME) based on the project requirements. 
Project team should not modify the .Rprofile throughout the project SDLC to ensure reproducibility.  A 
simplified .Rprofile for analysis project is shown below: 

# Project Level Setup (To be filled/updated by SME) 
R_version <- "4.0.1"            # set up project R version 
snapshot  <- "R4.0.1_20210129"  # set up R library snapshot path 
repo <- 'https://packagemanager.rstudio.com/all/1069075 #repo 
home <- "/path/to/mk9999"       #set up home directory 
 
path <- list( 
  library   = "library",              # Local R package Library 
  sdtm      = "relative/path/to/sdtm" # SDTM dataset 
  adam      = "relative/path/to/adam" # ADaM dataset 
  project   = "mk9999p001",           # R project home directory 
  document  = "inst/documents",       # Documents 
  outtable  = "vignettes/outtable",   # Results in table 
  outgraph  = "vignettes/outgraph",   # Results in figure 
  outlist   = "vignettes/outlist",    # Results in listing 
  outlog    = "vignettes/outlog",     # Analysis log 
  outdata   = "vignettes/outdata",    # Intermediate Data 
  esub      = "vignettes/esub"        # eSub preparison folder 
) 
     path <- lapply(path, function(x) file.path(home, x)) 
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The .Rprofile can also be used to conduct regular compliance checks  every time the project is opened 
to ensure the integrity of the project and reproducibility. A typical compliance check includes: 

• R version is as expected 

• R package version is as expected  

It is also important to pre-define the TLFs required for a study. We use an excel file called A&R grid to track 
all the TLFs and their requirements. Figure 2 shows a demo A&R grid we used for our dummy study 
MK9999. The analysis population, analysis variables, time points, methods and programming notes for 
each TLF are documented in this file. This file is created at the define stage and is available in the 
inst/document folder that can be accessed by path$document. The A&R grid is updated if there is any 
change during the development of TLF in later SDLC stages. 

 

 
Figure 2. A&R grid for MK9999. 
A&R grid does not, however, track the TLF development status. We use another excel file called validation 
tracking sheet to document and manage the development of the programs in various stages of the SDLC.  
Figure 3 shows a demo validation tracking sheet for MK9999. Note that we use this tracker for both project 
specific R functions as well as TLF programs.  

 
Figure 3. Validation tracking sheet for MK9999. 
In define stage, the proper validation level for each program is determined. This is documented in column 
“Program Validation Category”. Table 2 lists all validation categories and their definitions. The 
Requirement/specification section in the validation tracking sheet is also created in the define stage before 
moving on to development. The information and status of each deliverable can be updated in the later stage 
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of SDLC to ensure consistency of the project.   
Category 
Number Required Testing Program Validation Category Description 

1 
Developer Testing 
Double Programming  
Independent Review/Testing  

Most critical - programs with important analysis (e.g. primary 
efficacy) as well as complex statistical algorithms needing 
independent testing. 

2 Developer Testing 
Double Programming 

Critical programs with important analysis (e.g. primary efficacy, 
analysis dataset programs)  

3 Developer Testing 
Independent Review/Testing  

Programs with complex statistical algorithms needing 
independent testing. 

4   Developer Testing Non-critical programs without complex algorithms 

Table 2. Validation categories. 

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT 
After a project is initiated, the study team develops TLFs based on pre-defined mock-up tables assigned to 
each team member. The analysis code and relevant annotations are saved in R markdown files in the 
“vignettes” folder. The use of R markdown allow developer to assemble narrative text, code and its 
comments in one place to simplify documentation. It is helpful to define a name convention for all TLFs 
deliverables. We recommend using tlf_ prefix in the filename to indicate that the Rmarkdown is for TLFs 
generation. For example, tlf_001_apr0ds.Rmd is a Rmarkdown file that contains all analysis code and 
documentation related to the disposition table. It is also possible to have multiple TLFs with similar design 
be created by one Rmarkdown file. Figure 4 provides a list of Rmarkdown files for TLF deliverables in 
MK9999 based on pre-defined mock-up tables.  

 

Figure 4. List of Rmarkdown files for TLFs deliverables in MK9999. 
If there is any project specific R function that needs to be developed, the R functions can be placed in the 
“R” folder. This is a standard practice to organize R functions in a R package. Typical project specific R 
function contains business logic to perform repetitive tasks across multiple TLF deliverables. For example, 
a team may want to define project specific R functions for format conversion, calculation by categories, 
statistical analyses, etc.  Roxygen can be used to document a function within the same file for R code. The 
devtools::document() function can be used to automatically update all function documentation saved 
in the “man” folder in .Rd format. More details of documenting R functions within a regulatory environment 
is discussed by Zhu et.al (Zhu et.al , 2020). Project specific R function is also required to be validated based 
on the level of validation specified at the define stage. If new project specific R function is developed, project 
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team returns to the define stage to update the A&R grid and validation tracking sheet accordingly.      

RMARKDOWN FOR TLF DELIVERABLES 
The programs needed to generate outputs are placed in \vignettes folder. These programs utilize the 
Rmarkdown format instead of the usual R script. Rmarkdown allows users to incorporate the requirement 
specification of the output in the same file as the program. The Rmarkdown file can be knitted into an HTML 
page after completion of program development. Figure 5 shows the TLF requirement specification section, 
on the left is the code in Rmarkdown, on the right is the knitted HTML file. 

 

Figure 5. TLF specification section in Rmarkdown.  
Figure 6 shows the analysis program section of the TLF program, on the left is the code and right is the 
knitted HTML file. Rmarkdown makes it easier to display comments within the program. Note that when 
importing ADSL data, we used path$adam, this value points to the location of the ADaM dataset’s folder 
and it’s pre-specified in the .Rprofile described in the PROJECT INITIATION section. 
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Figure 6. TLF program section used for analysis in Rmarkdown.  
 

 

This relative path is also used for all input/outputs within the program. The relative path 
path$outtable is used to output RTF files as shown in Figure 7. The RTF file is generated using r2rtf 
package (https://merck.github.io/r2rtf/). Apart from RTF files, this program also generates output datasets 
in the outdata folder saved in relative path path$outdata for validation purposes. 

 
Figure 7. TLF program section used for output generation in Rmarkdown. 
In the same Rmarkdown file, the session information is included to document the analysis running 
environment as shown in Figure 8. This information helps reviewers identify R version and R package 

https://merck.github.io/r2rtf/
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version to reproduce the analysis. 

 
Figure 8. TLF program section used for session information in Rmarkdown. 
After completing the development of either internal R function or Rmarkdown files for outputs, the 
developer fills out the validation tracking sheet, as shown in Figure 3, under the Developer Testing 
section. 

PROJECT VALIDATION 
Validation is an important stage to ensure the deliverables are accurate and consistent. After the 
development stage is completed, the project team needs to validate the deliverables including Rmarkdown 
files for TLFs deliverables and project specific R functions. The level of validation is determined at the define 
stage. In an R package development, the validation or testing is completed under the “tests” folder. The 
testthat R package can be used to streamline the validation process. More details of testthat 
package for R package validation can be found in Chapter 12 of “R packages: organize, test, document, 
and share your code” book (Wickham, 2015). It is recommended to have a name convention to indicate the 
type of validation. For example, we use test-developer-test, test-independent-test, test-
double-programming to classify the validation type. It is recommended to follow the same organization 
for files in testthat folder as “R” folder and “vignettes” folder. Every single file in the “R” folder and 
“vignettes” folder should have a testing file saved in “tests/testthat” folder to validate the content. 
Figure 9 provides an example list of testing files used in MK9999. The test files on the left are validation 
programs for project specific R functions, the files on the right are validation programs for R markdown files 
that generate outputs.     

 
Figure 9. Testing files in testthat folder in MK9999. 
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In the Rmarkdown development programs for TLFs, the datasets that are used to generate output are saved 
as a .Rdata. The validator reproduces the TLF and compares it with the original result saved in .Rdata 
file. A test is passed when the results match. The formatting of the TLFs can be directly reviewed by the 
customers by comparing with the mock-up. 

After validator completes the testing of project specific functions and Rmarkdown files, the process to 
execute and report testing results is the same for a standard R package. The devtools::test() function 
automatically executes all testing cases and summarizes the testing results in a report. Figure 10 shows a 
report from MK9999 that contains number of test cases passed or failed. 

 
Figure 10. MK9999 testing results – project specific R function. 
The coverage of the test can be evaluated by the code coverage report. The report can be generated by 
covr::report() function. Figure 11 is a report that summarizes the code coverage report for a project 
specific R function from MK9999.  

 
Figure 11. MK9999 testing results – code coverage. 
After completing the validation, the validator updates the status in validation tracker as shown in Figure 3, 
under ‘Double Programming’ or ‘Independent Review’ section. And after all validations are completed, the 
project lead reviews the tracking sheet to make sure all required activities in the SDLC are completed and 
the tracking sheet has been filled correctly. The deliverables are ready for customer review after all the 
validation steps are completed. Any changes to the output requested by customers are documented. 

PROJECT OPERATION 
At completion of development and required validation of all A&R deliverables, project lead runs compliance 
check for a project specific R package similar to other R packages. Using devtools::check() is a 
convenient way to run compliance check or R CMD checks. R CMD check is an automated check of the 
contents in the R package for frequently encountered issues, before submission to CRAN. Since project 
specific R package is not submitted to CRAN, some checks can be customized and skipped in 
devtools::check(). Project lead works with study team to ensure all reported errors, warnings and 
notes by devtools::check() are fixed.  

Project lead can also use R package pkgdown to build a complete website for the project specific R 
package. This website is a convenient way to run all analysis in batch and integrate outputs in a website. 
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Project specific R functions, TLF generation programs, outputs and validation tracking information can all 
be explored from the website. Figure 12 shows the pkgdown website for MK9999. Each individual page of 
the TLF listed  is the same HTML page generated by the Rmarkdown program shown in Figure 5,  Figure 
6 and Figure 7. 

 
Figure 12. MK9999 A&R deliverable page.  
Moving the package from test area to production area is the final step in SDLC as part of Operations stage. 
This step is straightforward if all paths within the TLF generation Rmarkdown files are relative paths defined 
in path variable. The project lead only needs to re-set the home path as shown below within the .Rprofile  
and the project specific R package can be rerun without issues in production area: 

 home <- "/path/to/mk9999"       #set up home directory 
 

DISCUSSION 
Clinical trial data reporting is often complex and involves use of several software to complete the required 
deliverables. Each organization might have a workflow or SDLC in place to generate these deliverables 
using existing software. R is an open-source programming language that has been gaining interest in 
pharmaceutical industry as a means of reporting clinical trial data. To date, no papers have been published 
detailing a workflow or SDLC for using R in A&R activities.  

In this paper, we demonstrate an easy-to-follow workflow for generating A&R deliverables using a dummy 
study and R. We demonstrate the various feature of R that help in organizing as well as standardizing files 
and folders. The R package folder structure helps organize A&R deliverables for clinical trials in an efficient 
and compliant manner. The folder structure simplified SDLC around the A&R deliverables by leveraging 
existing tools available in developing R packages including usethis, devtools, covr, pkgdown, 
etc. Many of the tasks in SDLC can be completed by one function within those R packages. An organization 
can further leverage CI/CD workflow to automatically enable those tasks from running testing cases to run-
in-batch and create a pkgdown website.  

Although the workflow demonstrated in this paper is only limited to the SDLC of the A&R activities, it can 
be adapted to other activities within clinical trial data analytics, that require use of a programming language. 
In this paper, we have not discussed the impact of generating esubmission(eSub) packages as part of 
regulatory guidance as it is out of scope. In the future, we plan to implement a workflow to generate end to 
end submission ready A&R packages with necessary automation to reduce demands on project leads. We 
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hope this proposed A&R workflow can help the industry build guidance on utilizing R for data analysis and 
reporting for clinical trials.  
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